Novel order parameters for the confinement-deconfinement phase transition of quenched QCD and fundamentally charged scalar QCD are presented. Similar to the well-known dual condensate, they are defined via generalized matter propagators with U (1)-valued boundary conditions. The order parameters are easily accessible with functional methods. Their validity and accessibility is explicitly demonstrated by numerical studies of the Dyson-Schwinger equations for the matter propagators. Even in the case of heavy scalar matter, where the propagator does not show a signature of the phase transition, a discontinuity due to the transition can be extracted in the order parameters, establishing also fundamentally charged scalar matter as a probe for color confinement.
Introduction
In the limit of infinitely heavy matter in the fundamental representation of the gauge group, the deconfinement transition in SU (N ) gauge theories can be characterized by the breaking and restoration of center symmetry, cf. e.g. Ref. [1] . In the low temperature phase, purely gluonic systems are center symmetric, and the phase transition to a deconfined state is related to the spontaneous breaking of center symmetry. A corresponding order parameter is given by the Polyakov loop
where the trace is taken over the gauge group algebra in the fundamental representation, P denotes path ordering, and A 0 is the time-like component of the gauge field degrees of freedom. This quantity can be related to the exponential of the negative free energy of a pair of free fundamentally charged matter particles. As a consequence, a vanishing Polyakov loop corresponds to an infinite energy cost for freeing the matter particles, and is therefore interpreted as an indicator for a confined matter phase. This observation is not restricted to gauge groups with a nontrivial center. Interestingly, for gauge groups with a trivial center, such as the exceptional Lie group G 2 , quenched calculations reveal also a clear evidence for a first-order phase transition [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Although in this case the Polyakov loop is not an order parameter in the strict sense, it is still sensitive to the phase transition and behaves very similar to its pendant in the SU (3) case.
In the quenched limit of SU (2), one finds a secondorder phase transition from a confined to a deconfined phase around a critical temperature of T c ≈ 230-240 MeV in continuum approaches like the functional renormalization group (FRG) method or the variational Hamiltonian approach [8] [9] [10] whereas in numerical lattice simulations T c ≈ 295 MeV [11] . In contrast, for SU (3), a first order transition is found at T c ≈ 275 MeV in the FRG [9] , at T c ≈ 245 MeV in the variational Hamiltonian approach [10] , and at T c ≈ 270 MeV on the lattice [11] .
With functional methods like the Dyson-Schwinger equations (DSEs) and the FRG, see e.g. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] for reviews and [8, 9, [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] for investigations of finite temperature Yang-Mills theory and the center-symmetry transition, it is usually hard to access the Polyakov loop directly, see also [43] . Initiated by the pioneering work on spectral sums in lattice gauge theory [44] [45] [46] , the formulation of order parameters which are accessible to functional methods, has been achieved in the last decade [30, 47, 48] . In particular, this concerns the dual chiral condensate [30] 
which has been successfully applied to the center phase transition in quenched QCD [30, 32, 33] as well as in investigations of the QCD phase structure [31, 34, 35, 38] . It corresponds to a dressed Polyakov loop, i.e. a sum over all loops that wind once around the torus [46] . Therefore it transforms like the Polyakov loop itself under center symmetry.
In this work, we introduce novel order parameters that allow to use fundamentally charged matter as a probe for color confinement in the quenched limit. In particular, we apply a new order parameter for QCD that is based on a condensate, which remains finite even in the case of non-vanishing current quark masses. Furthermore, we investigate scalar QCD, a QCD-like theory where the quarks are substituted by fundamentally charged scalar fields, cf. [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] and references therein. It is expected that not only quarks but any fundamentally charged matter is confined [50] . To be more precise, the confined phase of scalar QCD is actually continuously connected to a Higgs-like phase [63] [64] [65] , however, both "phases" can be distinguished by the infrared saturation of, e.g., the gluon DSE [66] . Nevertheless we will treat (quenched) scalar QCD as if it would experience a confining phase like (quenched) QCD and relate confinement to center symmetry. An advantage of scalar QCD is a drastic simplification of the (finite temperature) tensor structures in the higher n-point functions, particularly in comparison to the quark-gluon vertex [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] [72] [73] .
This paper is organized as follows: We discuss the construction of order parameters for center symmetry in Sec. 2. The DSEs for (scalar) QCD and its solution are discussed in Sec. 3 and our numerical results for the matter propagators and order parameters are presented in Sec. 4. We summarize our findings and conclude in Sec. 5.
Center-symmetry order parameters
In the following, we consider arbitrary matter fields Φ in the fundamental representation of the gauge group. Applied to a gauge theory at finite temperature with β ≡ 1/T , the center symmetry transformations of the gauge fields A µ = A a µ T a in the adjoint representation of the gauge group G and the fundamental matter fields Φ read
Here z ∈ Z(G) labels the center elements of the gauge group G and T z denotes a center-symmetry transformation. For the SU (3) gauge group, for example, the center elements are given by z ∈ 0, e i2π/3 , e i4π/3 . In Eq. (4), a general boundary condition e iϕ ∈ U (1) has been assumed for the matter field. Hence, the gauge fields in the adjoint representation are invariant, while the matter fields in the fundamental representation pick up a non-trivial phase according to their boundary condition and are thus not invariant under center transformations.
In analogy to Eq. (2), we define a general class of order parameters Σ as the Fourier transform of a condensate Σ ϕ , which depends on the generalized ϕ-valued boundary conditions by
The novel order parameters are sensitive to centersymmetry breaking, transform as the conventional Polyakov loop under center transformations, and can be easily extracted from the propagator DSEs. To be an order parameter for the center phase transition, Σ should transform under center transformation as
To achieve this general transformation property, it is sufficient that the condensate Σ ϕ fulfills
The first condition is the closure of the U (1)-valued boundary condition and the second condition utilizes the unit modulus of the center elements, which results in an additive shift of the boundary angle by arg(z). It is obvious that Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) together with Eq. (5) implies Eq. (6), i.e.
Note that in the derivation of the order parameter no reference to the ordinary Polyakov loop has been used. Only the center-symmetry transformation properties of the condensates, summarized in Eqs. (7) and (8), together with the integrability of the propagator dressing functions have been exploited. The resulting order parameter transforms as the conventional Polyakov loop, cf. Ref. [44] . Thus, the remaining task is the construction of condensates Σ ϕ that fulfill Eq. (7) and Eq. (8).
Order parameter for scalar QCD
The aim is now to find a condensate Σ ϕ that fulfills the requirements of (7) and (8) and can be expressed in terms of the scalar propagator D S,ϕ . Applying Eq. (4), we see that a center-symmetry transformation changes only the boundary condition of the propagator
The sought for condensate Σ ϕ should therefore be related to the propagator such that it depends only on the boundary condition of the propagator. Hence, we propose for real-valued propagators the condensate
evaluated at vanishing three-momentum. This expression is obviously periodic in ϕ with periodicity 2π, since D ϕ is invariant under ϕ → ϕ + 2π. The second requirement, (8) , is also trivially fulfilled because of (10) . Rather than evaluating the propagator at some fixed τ , or integrating over the propagator itself, we choose to integrate over the square of the propagator in Eq. (11). This has the advantage that we can express Σ ϕ as a sum over Matsubara modes of the momentum space propagator
with nice convergence properties. From a mathematical point of view this can be understood by analogy to the well-known L 2 -norm.
Order parameter for QCD
For the construction of a center-symmetry order parameter for QCD, we start from the quark propagator
Here, the three dressing functions A, B and C depend on the three-momentum p and the Matsubara mode ω n . We propose the generalized ϕ-dependent quark condensate
for the construction of a center-symmetry order parameter. In contrast to the conventional quark condensate ψ ψ ϕ used in Eq. (2), the condensate Σ
is finite even in the case of non-vanishing bare quark masses. Furthermore, we expect a better convergence compared to the dual scalar quark dressing, introduced in Ref. [32] .
Propagator Dyson-Schwinger equations

Fundamentally charged scalar QCD
In QCD, the quark fields transform under the fundamental representation of the SU (3) gauge group.
The DSE for the full scalar propagator includes full gluon propagators (curly lines), full (thick colored) and bare (small dots) vertices. See [49] for more details.
A QCD-like theory that seems to be simpler at first glance can be obtained by replacing the quark fields with complex scalar fields that share the same transformation properties under the SU (3) gauge group. This leads to fundamentally charged scalar QCD whose renormalized Euclidean Lagrangian in Landau gauge [49, 50] reads
The gluon fields with the gauge coupling g are denoted by A a µ , the (anti)ghosts fields by (c a ), c a and the fundamentally charged scalar fields by φ. Besides the coupling to the gauge sector, renormalizability allows for a mass term m and a quartic coupling λ in the scalar sector. Furthermore, the gauge invariant coupling of the scalars to the glue sector implies the presence of a two-scalar-two-gluon vertex. Compared to ordinary QCD, scalar QCD has therefore two additional bare vertices, which results in a richer diagrammatic structure of the corresponding DSEs. In particular, this compensates to some extent the simplifications that are gained by replacing Dirac spinors with scalar fields. All primitively divergent vertices are endowed with renormalization constants. Similarly to QCD, these are related by Slavnov-Taylor identities like Z 3 /Z 1 =Z 3 /Z 1 [74] , whereZ 1 = 1, and thereforeẐ 1F =Ẑ 2 /Z 3 , in Landau gauge [75] .
Scalar propagator Dyson-Schwinger equation
The DSE for the inverse scalar propagator D Fig. 1 . Due to the presence of bare four-point functions that involve the scalar field, its structure is considerably more complicated than the corresponding DSE for the quark propagator. Since our investigation focuses on the application of a new order parameter for scalar QCD we use a truncated version of the propagator equation in this work. The contribution from the additional two-loop diagrams is suppressed in the coupling in the ultraviolet. Furthermore, all but two of the two-loop diagrams are additionally suppressed in the scalar mass, which is chosen to be of order GeV. We found that too small masses for the scalar field lead to instabilities in the numerical solution, most likely due to the vertex model or missing diagrams. For the purpose of this work this large value for the mass is no restriction, since its main effect is the suppression of matter backreactions, which is the definition of the quenched limit investigated here. Hence, major contributions from the two-loop diagrams, which are neglected completely, are expected only in the midmomentum regime. The main effect of the tadpole diagrams, on the other hand, is a shift of the mass counterterm of the scalar propagator, which has no significant impact on the results. Their non-perturbative contribution is likely to be small compared to the error already induced by the missing two-loop diagrams, see also Ref. [76] for an investigation of the tadpole diagram in the gluon DSE. As a consequence, the tadpoles can safely be ignored as well and the resulting DSE is of the same diagrammatic structure as the one for the quark propagator. The truncated scalar propagator DSE is therefore finally given by 
where the transverse projector 
with the abbreviation ξ = p · q/ p 2 q 2 . With these definitions the DSE for the scalar propagator, Eq. (16), can be expressed in terms of the dressing functions
where
Here, x = p 2 , y = q 2 and z = x + y − 2 √ xy ξ ≡ k 2 denote the squared external and internal scalar and gluon momenta, respectively. The renormalized gauge coupling α(µ) = g 2 (µ)/(4π) is evaluated at the renormalization scale µ.
The generalization of the scalar propagator DSE to finite temperatures is done within the Matsubara formalism with generalized U (1)-valued boundary conditions, where the fourth momentum component is replaced by discrete Matsubara frequencies
Consequently, the momentum integral in the p 4 direction is replaced by a sum over the discrete Matsubara modes. For periodic boundary conditions, i.e. ϕ = 0, bosonic Matsubara frequencies are used. Since the heat bath explicitly breaks Lorentz symmetry, the scalar propagator dressing is now a function of the spatial momentum p as well as the Matsubara frequency ω n ,
The gluon propagator dressing splits into an electric (L) and a magnetic (T ) component, which are longitudinal and transverse to the heat bath,
with the projection operators
Although the vertex would admit a similar splitting, we will ignore this possibility for simplicity and employ a degenerate vertex dressing for the electric and magnetic components of the scalar-gluon vertex. Since we are using a model for the vertex anyway, we will use the model parameter to fix its overall effect to the physically required result. The consequences of choosing a vertex model are dicussed further in the results section. Thus, the finite temperature DSE can immediately 36 1.23 1.14 1.20 1.13 1.08 1.10 1.13 1.14 1.14 1 be inferred from Eq. (16), leading tô
with
where k 2 = x+y −2 √ xy ξ are now the corresponding spatial momenta and
Gluon propagator
One important ingredient for the numerical treatment of the matter propagator DSEs is the temperature-dependent gluon propagator. A selfconsistent incorporation of the corresponding YangMills DSEs is beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, we proceed analogously to previous works, see e.g. Refs. [30, 32, 33] , and use lattice results to fit the gluon propagator. For the two dressings in Eq. (24), the following fit function is employed [33] 
Here c = 11.5 GeV 2 and the anomalous dimension is γ = −13/22. The renormalization scale is fixed to α(µ) = 0.3 and β 0 = 11N c /3 is the universal β-function coefficient of the quenched theory. The temperature-independent scale parameter Λ = 1.4 GeV reflects the gapping scale of the gauge sector of the theory. The temperature-dependent parameters a T,L and b T,L for the magnetic and electric dressing functions are used to fit the different temperature dependence in the magnetic and electric gluon propagators and listed in Tab. 1.
Scalar-gluon vertex
For the complete numerical solution of the DysonSchwinger equation for the scalar propagator the scalar-gluon vertex is also needed. Since the DSE for the scalar propagator, Eq. (20), depends only on the sum of the two dressing functions that define the scalar-gluon vertex, Eq. (19), it is sufficient to provide only one model dressing function. The construction of the model dressing functions A is done analogous to the very successful model dressing functions used for the quark-gluon vertex in investigations of the QCD phase structure [33] and reads explicitly Again, x = p 2 , y = q 2 and z = x + y − 2 √ xy ξ ≡ k 2 denote the squared external and internal scalar and gluon momenta, respectively. The multiplication with the propagator-dependent function is derived from Ward identities of scalar electrodynamics and represents a generalization of the Ball-Chiu vertex [77, 78] . Together with the anomalous dimension 2δ = −18/44 and the values of β 0 and α(µ) defined in the previous section, it guarantees the one-loop consistent running of the model dressing function in the perturbative ultraviolet regime [79] . The remaining part of the dressing function is purely phenomenological. In particular, the parameter d 1 = 0.53 is introduced to model vertex effects that keep the order parameter as close to zero as possible, as required in the confining phase below the transition temperature. The scale Λ models the transition to the nonperturbative regime of the theory, characterised by the gapping scale of the glue sector. Finally, the vertex is multiplied withZ 3 in order to replaceẐ 1F witĥ Z 2 in Eq. (20) .
At finite temperature we use the same model for the vertex with
In order to avoid singularities that could arise due to numerical inaccuracies in the case
the vacuum propagator in Eq. (28) is used also at finite temperature.
Renormalization
At finite temperature, as well as in the vacuum, the divergent self-energy term is regularized with a sharp cutoff, where a four-dimensional cutoff is used, i.e. x ≤ Λ prescription together with the vertex in (28) ensures multiplicative renormalizability in the sense
Quark propagator Dyson-Schwinger equation
In addition to the center-symmetry order parameters calculated with the scalar propagator in scalar QCD, we also present results for the corresponding order parameters in QCD with quarks. The DSE for the quark propagator and its solution have been discussed in great detail in many previous works, see in particular [33] . Since we evaluate the order parameters on top of the results for the quark propagator already presented therein, we refrain from repeating the corresponding details.
Numerical results
We begin our investigation with the numerical solution of the scalar propagator DSE (25), using a temperature-dependent gluon propagator from lattice simulations as input, cf. Sec. 3.3.
In Fig. 2 the scalar dressing function D S , Eq. (23), is shown as a function of the momentum for different temperatures. The left panel shows the propagator at the lowest periodic Matsubara frequency ω n=0 (0) = 0 and the right panel for the lowest antiperiodic Matsubara frequency ω n=0 (π) = πT . In the case of periodic boundary conditions, the scalar propagator is virtually temperature independent, even above the phase transition temperature T c = 277 MeV. For antiperiodic boundary conditions, on the other hand, a trivial effect is induced by the temperature-dependent lowest Matsubara frequency ω n=0 (π) = πT . Independent of the boundary conditions, it is therefore hard to extract any useful information about the transition temperature from the propagator directly. This temperature insensitivity can be explained by the relatively large scalar mass of m ∼ O(1) GeV in comparison to the transition temperature T ∼ O(0.1) GeV. Consequently, the scalar field is too heavy to be excited by the fluctuations near the phase transition.
We show the condensate Σ ϕ , defined in Eq. (12), in Fig. 3 , left panel, and find immediately that it is indeed periodic in the U (1)-valued boundary conditions. Below the transition temperature, Σ ϕ is ϕ-independent which in turn results in a vanishing of the order parameter Σ. Above the transition temperature, on the other hand, Σ ϕ develops a minimum around ϕ = π. This leads to a lowered negative contribution in Σ, yielding ultimately an overall non-vanishing positive value for the order parameter.
For periodic boundary conditions, we also find that Σ ϕ=0 rises after a small dip above T c rather quickly with the temperature. On the other hand, the largetemperature growth of Σ ϕ=π is more moderate, leading to an overall increase of the order parameter. In general, this behaviour is similar to the one found in the literature, e.g., with spectral sums of the DiracWilson operator [47] , the dual quark condensate evaluated on the lattice [46] or with functional methods [30] [31] [32] [33] . In the right panel of Fig. 3 , the scalar order parameter is displayed as a function of temperature for two different scalar masses m and different model parameters d 1 for the scalar-gluon vertex. We observe small fluctuations of the order parameter about the required zero value below the transition temperature. These fluctuations are most likely caused by statistical errors in the lattice data. Additionally, we see that, depending on the parameter d 1 in the vertex model, a small but visible unphysical growth or decline in the order parameter can be induced below the critical temperature, where the discontinuity of the phase transition occurs. Nevertheless, we observe a distinct phase transition, which could not be seen in the propagator itself. We conclude that Eq. (5) with (12) is a valid order parameter construction. In contrast, we could not find a linear propagator formulation which emphasizes the importance of the L 2 -convergence property once more.
To confirm that Eq. (14) defines an order parameter for the center phase transition in QCD, we present results for Σ (q) ϕ and Σ q from a self-consistent treatment of the quark propagator DSE in an analogous setup to Ref. [33] , cf. Refs. [30, 32] . In the left panel of Fig. 4 , the quark condensates ψ ψ ϕ and Σ Fig. 4 . Similar to scalar QCD, artefacts due to the statistical error in the lattice simulations as well as a dependence on the vertex model are visible below T c . In fact, we found a stronger dependence on the vertex model parameter than in the scalar case. This can be explained by the small mass of the quark field in comparison to the scalar theory, since the quark-gluon interaction shows a more pronounced nonperturbative momentum dependence in the case of small quark masses [68] . It is also already clear from purely theoretical considerations that the transition will only become more pronounced and stable against non-perturbative effects in the quark-gluon interaction with growing quark mass. With growing mass the quarks turn into static fundamental sources, whose interaction with the gauge field is determined by the perturbative quark-gluon vertex strength. The behaviour of Σ q below the phase transition could be improved by varying the model parameters of the quark-gluon vertex. This relatively strong parameter dependence motivates a more detailed investigation of the vertex at finite temperature, cf. [52, 57] . Above the critical temperature, Σ q seems to flatten out towards higher temperatures, which is in contrast to the dual quark condensate Σ 1 that shows an almost linear growth in the broken center symmetry phase.
Summary and conclusions
In this letter we have presented novel order parameters for the confinement-deconfinement phase transition of quenched QCD and scalar QCD. These order parameters are sensitive to the spontaneous breaking of center symmetry, which can be related to confinement in terms of the free energy of quarks and scalars. Similar to the well-known dual condensate, we have defined them as the first Fourier series coefficient of generalized condensates that are determined from matter propagators with U (1)-valued boundary conditions. In particular, we introduced a new order parameter for QCD that is based on a quark propagator dependent condensate, which remains finite even in the case of non-vanishing current quark masses.
These order parameters are easily accessible with functional methods, which are usually based on the expansion of the generating functionals in terms of correlators. Both order parameters rely basically on the L 2 -norm which guarantees excellent convergence properties. We confirmed their validity and accessibility in explicit numerical calculations of the matter propagators by solving the corresponding (truncated) Dyson-Schwinger equations. In particular, we find that even in the case of very heavy scalar matter, where the propagator itself shows no visible signature of a phase transition, the discontinuity related to the phase transition can be extracted. Therefore, these order parameters establish fundamentally charged static scalars, in particular in terms of their propagators, as a probe for color confinement.
